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About The Presenters

Graham McDonald
• Sensitivity classification
• Active-learning strategies

• Technology-Assisted Sensitivity 
Review
• Decision Support
• Reviewing time predictions
• Resource Allocation

• Fair IR  

Doug Oard
• Searching human language
• Cross-Language IR
• Speech Retrieval
• Document Image Retrieval
• Email Search (E-discovery)

• Evaluation design
• Privacy-protecting ranked retrieval



Tutorial Outline
CET

• 14:15 Background
• 14:45 Evaluation
• 15:20 Detecting sensitive content
• 16:00 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 16:15 Break
• 16:45 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 17:00 Other Issues
• 17:20 Two Design Sprints (“choose your ending”)
• 17:55 Wrap up
• 18:15 End!



We all have secrets …



Context Collapse: Everything’s all mixed up



The Scope of the Problem: Clinton Email
• 59,171 emails generated over 4 years, stored on a personal server
• 31,830 deleted as personal and not turned over
• 1,200 entirely withheld by the State Department as personal
• 23 entirely withheld for containing national security or law enforcement content
• 26,118 released over ~10 months  after review (>2,000 with redactions)



ISSUE NO. 2:
Prioritizing the 
Declassification Review 
of Historically 
Significant Information. 
There is no satisfactory 
means at present of 
identifying historically 
significant information 
within the vast body of 
information that is being 
reviewed and declassified. 
Accordingly, no priority is 
given to the declassification 
and release to the public of 
such information.



Legal Regimes

• Formal specifications
• National security (“classified” information)
• Health records (e.g., HIPAA)
• Personally Identifiable Information (e.g., GDPR)

• Categorical descriptions
• Freedom of information Act exemptions
• Attorney-client privilege
• Right to be forgotten

• Personal privacy



Some Sensitivity Categories

• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
• Student
• Health
• Employment
• Legal
• Crime
• Drug use
• Personal

https://library.stanford.edu/projects/epadd



Some Concerns of Donors to Email Archives
• Memberships and beliefs 

“his grandfather or great-grandfather…was a member of the Klan and he was scandalized about that”

• Evidence of stigmatized activity (e.g. drug use). 
• Indiscretion

• Gossiping, making “unfiltered” or “very very frank” remarks, using foul language
• Expressing emotional content in professional situations 
• Battles

“Usually, [sensitivity] is almost entirely going to be something that happened in their career that was contentious. 
Some controversy that they were part of, some event where they were at loggerheads with another person … and 
they would prefer not to have that made public.”

• Reputations of others
“So for example, we have the papers of a very prominent religious speaker and she gets a lot of letters from 
people about spiritual crises they’re going through. And in some cases that involve… heavy things like abortions, 
she has asked that the identifying information, the name of the person who sent her that letter be anonymized.”

K. Shilton, et al., Protecting Sensitive Content in Email: Archival Views on Challenges and Opportunities, Workshop on Privacy-Sensitive Collections for Digital Scholarship, 2017



Stakeholders

• The searcher
• Who wants to (at least) find relevant content

• The current owner of the content
• Who wants their content used and their sensitivities protected

• The original creators of the content
• Who want their sensitivities protected

• People or organizations described by the content
• Who want their sensitivities protected





Three Core Tasks

• Detect documents that contain sensitive content

• Detect sensitive content in a document

• Find relevant documents without exposing sensitive content
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Section Outline
• Three Public Test Collections

• Protecting Private Test Collections
• K-Anonymity
• Differential privacy
• Algorithm deposit

• Evaluation Measures
• Classification
• Redaction
• Ranked retrieval



LETOR OHSUMED Sensitivity Test Collection

• 348,566 MEDLINE titles and abstracts
• 334,136 training documents for sensitivity classifier training
• 14,430 test documents w/relevance judgments for evaluation

• 106 Topics
• Example: sigmoidoscopy in preventive care; whether the recommended 

frequency of sigmoidoscopy is effective and sensitive in detecting cancer

• Relevance Judgments
• Complete in the test set
• On average, 0.3% of documents are relevant

• Simulating sensitivity
• Union of 2 Medical Subject Headings (MeSH):

• Male genital diseases; Female genital diseases
• 12.2% of judged documents are sensitive
M. Sayed, D. Oard, Jointly Modeling Relevance and Sensitivity for Search Among Sensitive Content. SIGIR, 2019



LETOR OHSUMED Sensitivity Test Collection
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Avocado Email Sensitivity Test Collection

• Avocado Email Research Collection (Licensed from LDC)
• ~500K (deduped) messages, with attachments

• Two sensitivity personas
• One with many sensitive documents, one with fewer

• 65 topics
• 35 per sensitivity category (5 in common)

• Relevance Judgments
• Pooled highly ranked documents from several systems
• Additional documents from interactive searching
• Annotate each for relevance and sensitivity

M. Sayed, et al., A Test Collection for Relevance and Sensitivity, SIGIR, 2020







Avocado Email Sensitivity Test Collection

M. Sayed, et al., A Test Collection for Relevance and Sensitivity, SIGIR, 2020



Deliberative Process Privilege Test Collection

• Documents
• 509 OCR’d documents from 2 lawyers advising President Clinton
• All exempted from public release for 12 years because they contained advice 

• Annotations
• 2 expert FOIA lawyers annotated for Deliberative Process Privilege exemption
• All documents were marked at document level
• Possibly exempt documents were also marked at the paragraph level

J. Baron, et al., Providing More Efficient Access to Government Records: A Use Case Involving Application of Machine Learning to Improve FOIA Review for the Deliberative Process Privilege, CoRR abs/2011.07203, 2020



Deliberative Process Privilege Test Collection

J. Baron, et al., Providing More Efficient Access to Government Records: A Use Case Involving Application of Machine Learning to Improve FOIA Review for the Deliberative Process Privilege, CoRR abs/2011.07203, 2020



Section Outline
• Three Public Test Collections

ØProtecting Private Test Collections
• K-Anonymity
• Differential privacy
• Algorithm deposit

• Evaluation Measures
• Classification
• Redaction
• Ranked retrieval



A Reidentification Attack

AOL User 4417749

August 9, 2006

No. 4417749 conducted hundreds of searches over a three-
month period on topics ranging from "numb fingers" to "60 
single men" to "dog that urinates on everything." And search 
by search, click by click, the identity of AOL user No. 4417749 
became easier to discern. There are queries for "landscapers in 
Lilburn, Ga," several people with the last name Arnold and 
"homes sold in shadow lake subdivision gwinnett county 
georgia." It did not take much investigating to follow that data 
trail to Thelma Arnold, a 62-year-old widow who lives in 
Lilburn, Ga., frequently researches her friends' medical 
ailments and loves her three dogs. "Those are my searches," 
she said, after a reporter read part of the list to her. AOL 
removed the search data from its site over the weekend and 
apologized for its release, saying it was an unauthorized move 
by a team that had hoped it would benefit academic 
researchers. But the detailed records of searches conducted by 
Ms. Arnold and 657,000 other Americans, copies of which 
continue to circulate online, underscore how much people 
unintentionally reveal about themselves when they use search 
engines — and how risky it can be for companies like AOL, 
Google and Yahoo to compile such data.



K-Anonymity
• Provides a quantifiable level of anonymity for entities.  
• Hide sensitive information among k similar copies of data
• Any individual can not be distinguished from at least k-1 other individuals whose 

information is also released

• Query Logs: To satisfy k-anonymity, only release the query click data for 
records appearing at least k times in the original query log.
• Difficult to retain the utility of logs, due to data sparseness

• Conceptual limitation: 
• Assumes knowledge of all of the available data
• Current and future data



Differential Privacy
• Hides information of terms by adding noise to the sample statistics in a 

dataset.
• Provide a statistical proof of privacy guarantee.

• Goal: No more harm can come to a person than if they did not appear in 
the data set
• Data seems to no longer exist. It should be impossible to identify an individual.

• Does not make assumptions on 
what knowledge an adversary 
has.

S. Zhang, G.H. Yang, Deriving differentially private session logs for query suggestion, ICTIR, 2017



TREC-2015 Total Recall Sandbox Task
• On-site access to former Governor 

Tim Kaine’s email collection at the 
Library of Virginia.

• Sandbox used to conduct and 
evaluate experiments.

• Topics correspond to archival 
category labels
• Not a Public Record
• Open Public Record
• Restricted Public Record
• Virginia Tech Shooting Record

A. Roegiest, G. Cormack, C. Clarke, M.Grossman, TREC 2015 Total Recall Track Overview, TREC, 2015
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• Protecting Private Test Collections
• K-Anonymity
• Differential privacy
• Algorithm Deposit

ØEvaluation Measures
• Classification
• Redaction
• Ranked retrieval



Sensitivity Classification Metrics

K. Brodersen, C. Ong, K. Stephan, J. Buhmann, The balanced accuracy and its posterior distribution, ICPR, 2010

BalancedAccuracy =

TP

TP+FN
+ TN

TN+FP

2

Predicted As Sensitive Not Sensitive

Sensitive TP FN
Not Sensitive FP TN

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN



Sensitivity Classification Metrics

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN



Sensitivity Classification Metrics

C.J. van Rijsbergen, Information Retrieval, Butterworth, 1979

Parameterised harmonic mean of precision and recall 



Active-Learning Sensitivity Metrics

Balanced Accuracy

Number of documents reviewed

Reviewer Effort



Span Detection Measures
• For two segmentations, reference (ref) and hypothesis (hyp), in a corpus of n sentences:

= 1 iff in reference span else 0  

= 1 iff in hypothesis span else 0  
is XNOR (Both or neither)

D. Beeferman, A. Berger, J. Lafferty, Statistical models for text segmentation, Machine Learning, 34(1-3), 177–210, 1999

Actually
Sensitive

Predicted 
Sensitive
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Cost-Sensitive Discounted Cumulative Gain

Highly Relevant Moderately Relevant Not Relevant
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Section Outline
• Features: More than just words

• Sensitivity Classification
• Context-dependent sensitivities
• Active learning 

• Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers



Ambassador

50 hours

KlausBill Clinton



Features

• Words
• Time
• Time of day, Day of week , Holidays, …

• Identity
• Sender, recipients, mentions, relationships, organizational roles, …

• Interaction
• Reply, forward, burstiness, …

• Specialized detectors
• Spam, mailing list, confirmation, …



Case Study: Securing FOIA Sensitivities

Table 1. UK Freedom of Information Act 2000: Exemptions that apply to historical records.

Section 21: Information Accessible by Other

Means

Section 34: Parliamentary Privilege

Section 22: Information Intended for Future

Publication

Section 37: Certain Aspects Relating to the

Royal Family and Honours

Section 23: Bodies Dealing with Security Mat-

ters

Section 38: Health and Safety

Section 24: National Security Section 39: Environmental Information

Section 26: Defence Section 40: Personal Information

Section 27: International Relations Section 41: Information Provided in Confidence

Section 29: The Economy Section 44: Prohibitions on Disclosure

Section 31: Law Enforcement

3 Features For Sensitivity Review

Our aim in this work is to study appropriate techniques to classify a record’s likely
sensitivities, focusing upon Section 27 and Section 40. We believe that such automatic
classification goes beyond textual/topic classification, as addressed in classical text clas-
sification test collections such as 20 Newsgroups4. Hence, in the following, we propose
several features that we postulate can aid in effective sensitivity classification.

Firstly, a record’s sensitivities are likely to be anchored by topical entities, such
as people or countries. For example, Personal Information is intrinsically linked to a
person and International Relations link to one or more countries. These links can be
implicit within a record, which makes the task of identifying sensitivity-entity links
very challenging. Moreover, for Section 27, expressed sentiment relating to an entity
may help in deciding if the information is sensitive. For these reasons, we chose to
focus on the identification of named entities and subjectivity within records.

For entity identification, firstly, we use a dictionary of 43,286 named entities of in-
terest (Politicians, Prime Ministers, Presidents, Royals, Monarchs and Dictators), con-
structed from the DBpedia5 knowledge base. We also use a dictionary of 131,232 person
names, constructed from the Drupal Name Database6 and from the lists of unambigu-
ous names supplied with deid [3], removing duplicates and non-Latin names (because
they do not appear in the corpus), to extract generic instances of person entities from the
records. We use LingPipe7 to efficiently match dictionary entries with record instances
and for each record r we define the number of extracted named and generic person
entities, as the nEntity and pCount features respectively.

Country entities are significant for certain sensitivities, for example Section 27. Re-
lations between countries are not all on par, therefore, the accidental release of records
has varying potential for damaging the international relations between a country pro-
ducing the records and a referenced country or a third-party. The real nature of these
relations is privileged information and in flux. Therefore, we model this fragility us-
ing our perception of current international relations and supply a country-risk map as a
system parameter. We define the country risk score of a record r as follows:

4 http://qwone.com/!jason/20Newsgroups/
5 http://dbpedia.org/
6 https://drupal.org/project/namedb
7 http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/

Exemptions



FOIA Sensitivity Test Collection 

• 3800 Government documents

• Sensitivity reviewed by expert sensitivity reviewers from UK 
Government departments  

• Text span-level ground truth annotations
• Section 27 International Relations  
• Section 40 Personal Information



Context-Dependent 
Sensitive Information

Often, before reviewing a collection of 
documents, we do not know which text  is 
likely to be sensitive. 

Sensitivity can often arise as a result of the 
context in which the information is produced.



Examples of FOIA context-dependent sensitivities include:

• Information that has been supplied with a reasonable expectation of 
confidentiality.

• Disparaging or inappropriate remarks about an important person.
• Allegations of inappropriate behaviour by a state or individual.
• Negative remarks from one country about the capabilities of another country 

or important person. 
• Mentions of personal information, such as employment history, criminal 

activity, personal finances, ill health etc.  

Context-Dependent Sensitive Information



Example

Swiss federal department of foreign affairs
provided embassy on April 25 with an English
translation by US interests section of Swiss
embassy in Tehran of Rafsanjani’s April 21 Friday
message which described an alleged US espionage
ring in Iran.

Many sensitivities are recounts of dialogues or actions,
and therefore, sensitivity is often a judgement on

Sensitivities like these often share similar grammatical
structures and/or relations between terms, that we can use
to develop learned approaches for sensitivity classification

who said/did what when about/for whom

5

Often dependent on a combination of multiple contextual factors, e.g., 

G. McDonald, A Framework for Technology-Assisted Sensitivity Review, PhD thesis, University of Glasgow, 2019

Context-Dependent Sensitive Information



Sensitivity Classification

Need to be able to learn to 
automatically features that are 
indicative of contexts that are likely to 
be sensitive.

Embeddings can be effective at 
capturing such contexts.

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Enhancing sensitivity classification with semantic features using word embeddings, ECIR, 2017



Sensitivity Classification

Combining semantic 
representations of documents 
with text classification improves 
sensitivity classification.  

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Enhancing sensitivity classification with semantic features using word embeddings, ECIR, 2017

Configuration Precision recall F2 BAC

Text Classification (TC) 0.2410 0.6573 0.4874 0.6707

TC + Semantic Features 0.2730 0.7229 0.5425 0.7149



Active-Learning for Sensitivity Classification

Reviewing Effort = Number of documents that have to be reviewed to be able to 
learn a classifier that has an acceptable level of effectiveness (e.g., BAC, F2).

Each collection of documents that is reviewed will have different sensitivities that a 
classifier needs to learn to recognise. 

Human reviewers must review a set of documents and annotate the sensitivities to 
train the classifier. The aim is to reduce the number of documents that need to be 
manually reviewed, i.e., the reviewing effort, to train a sensitivity classifier.

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Active learning strategies for technology assisted sensitivity review, ECIR, 2018



Active-Learning for Sensitivity Classification
Quickly learning to classify different types of context-dependent sensitivities:

Active
Learning
Ranker

Classifier

Unlabeled
Collection

Labeled
Collection

Top k
Rank

Preliminary
investigations
with the R.C.
revealed JS
told them

about the plot

Labelled and 
annotated 
documents

Learn

Rank

Predict

Any sensitive text in a 
document is annotated by 
the reviewer. Documents 

are labelled as either 
sensitive or not-sensitive

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Active learning strategies for technology assisted sensitivity review, ECIR, 2018



Active-Learning for Sensitivity Classification

In each active learning iteration, the reviewer annotates any sensitive text within 
the documents being reviewed.

The annotated terms are added to a pool of candidate 
features and high Information Gain (IG) terms from 
pool are selected as classification features.

Preliminary
investigations
with the R.C.
revealed JS
told them

about the plot

Candidate 
Term 

Features

Document 
Collection Classifier

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Active learning strategies for technology assisted sensitivity review, ECIR, 2018



Active-Learning for Sensitivity Classification

Integrating the high Information Gain (IG) term features (AnnoIG) results in reaching peak classification 
effectiveness using 51% less reviewing effort.

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Active learning strategies for technology assisted sensitivity review, ECIR, 2018

0.7 Balanced Accuracy (BAC) after ~1600 documents were reviewed.



Active-Learning for Sensitivity Classification

Integrating the high Information Gain (IG) term features (AnnoIG) results in reaching peak classification 
effectiveness using 51% less reviewing effort.

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Active learning strategies for technology assisted sensitivity review, ECIR, 2018

0.7 Balanced Accuracy (BAC) after ~800 documents were reviewed.



Active-Learning for Sensitivity Classification
When to stop active-learning and switch to another presentation strategy?

Stop active-learning when:
Oracleopt : the optimal classifier has been learned.
TotalConf: the classifier’s confidence stops increasing.
LeastConf: the probability of sensitive stops increasing

StablePred: the classifier’s predictions stabilize.
ClassChange: the classifier’s predictions stop changing.
MinError: the classifier correctly classifies the top k documents.

G. McDonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Active learning stopping strategies for technology-assisted sensitivity review, SIGIR, 2020



Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers
Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity 
Reviewers

Manually reviewing documents to identify 
context-dependent sensitivities is
• Labour intensive
• Time consuming 
• Expensive Professional sensitivity reviewers from five intelligence 

agencies were assigned to review Hillary Clinton’s emails.



Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers

4:6 G. McDonald et al.

Fig. 1. Digital sensitivity review is an iterative process. The input is the documents that are to be reviewed. A
reviewer reviews batches of k documents and records a sensitivity judgement for each document. The output
is the reviewed documents and judgements.

Fig. 2. A platform for technology-assisted sensitivity review (within the dashed box), alongwith a framework
for evaluating the benefits of providing sensitivity reviewers with sensitivity classification predictions.

be deployed to assist with the digital sensitivity review process. For example, by prioritising not-
sensitive documents to increase the number of non-sensitive documents that can be released to
the public with limited reviewing resources [McDonald et al. 2018]. In this work, we focus on
evaluating whether providing the reviewers with sensitivity classi!cation predictions can reduce
the time that it takes for a reviewer to review a collection of documents, while maintaining (or
increasing) the reviewing accuracy.

Figure 2 presents, within a dashed box, the technology-assisted sensitivity review platform
that we use in our study to assist human reviewers by providing them with sensitivity clas-
si!cation predictions. Our reviewing platform supports four sequential actions, labelled 1–4 in
Figure 2: (1) For each document, di ! D, the sensitivity classi!er, !, makes a prediction, !̂ !
{sensitive, not-sensitive}, as to whether di is sensitive or not; (2) the collection, D, with associated
sensitivity predictions, L, is passed to a reviewing interface; (3) the reviewer then reviews each
document in-turn and records a sensitivity judgement for each; and (4) the sensitivity reviewed
documents, with the associated human judgements, are then written to persistent storage.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 39, No. 1, Article 4. Publication date: October 2020.

Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers

G. Mcdonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, How the accuracy and confidence of sensitivity classification affects digital sensitivity review,  TOIS, 39(1), 1–34, 2020



Normalised Processing Speed (NPS):
• Measures the amount of time that reviewers require to review a document in words per minute.
• Accounts for: differences in reading speeds across reviewers using geometric averaging, and 

variations in document lengths.

T. Damessie, F. Scholer, J.S. Culpepper, The influence of topic difficulty, relevance level, and document ordering on relevance judging, ADCS, 2016

Aim: reduce the amount of time that it takes a reviewer to sensitivity review a 
document while maintaining (or increasing) the reviewer’s accuracy.

Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers

NPS =

DocLength

exp(log(time)+µ!µa)

d1 d2 d3

5    7   6

2    3   2

µ

µa = 18/3 = 6

µa =   7/3 = 2.33

=  8.33/2 = 4.17



Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers

4:18 G. McDonald et al.

Fig. 6. NPS in wpm for the study participants (reviewers) for each of the classification treatments, None,
Medium (BAC=0.7), and Perfect, with 95% confidence intervals.

size !2 = 0.575 and observed power of 0.805. A post hoc test shows that there is a statistically
signi!cant di"erence (p < 0.05) between the None and Perfect treatment levels in terms of F2, but
the di"erence between the None and Medium treatment levels is not statistically signi!cant with
respect to F2 (p < 0.05). The main increase in the participants’ performance between the Medium
and Perfect classi!cation e"ectiveness treatments came as a result of the participants making more
True Negative judgements. This is re#ected in the observation that the BAC score, which accounts
for True Negatives, signi!cantly increased, while for F2, which does not consider True Negatives,
there was no signi!cant increase between the Medium and Perfect treatment levels in terms of F2.
We postulate that the classi!er’s True Negative predictions enabled the participants to be more
con!dent about making non-sensitive judgements, when without the classi!er’s predictions the
participants would be more likely to be conservative in their judgements. Indeed, as we will show
in Section 7.2 (Table 6), the reviewers agreeing with the classi!er’s not-sensitive (negative) pre-
dictions also leads to the greatest increase in reviewing speeds.
In response to hypothesis H1(a), we conclude that improved classi!cation e"ectiveness does

indeed lead to a signi!cantly improved performance of the participant reviewers in terms of BAC
and F2. However, there appears to be diminishing gains in the reviewer performance improve-
ments as the classi!cation e"ectiveness increases. We leave to future work the identi!cation of
a threshold above which the classi!cation e"ectiveness does not further enhance the reviewers’
accuracy.
Turning our attention to hypothesis H1(b), which tests if more e"ective classi!cation predic-

tions will result in the reviewers processing documents faster on average. Figure 6 presents the
participants mean NPS [Damessie et al. 2016], in wpm, for each of the levels of classi!cation e"ec-
tiveness. From Figure 6, we observe that the mean processing speed of reviewers when no classi-
!cation predictions are provided is 151 wpm. Providing reviewers with classi!cation predictions
results in a mean reviewing time increase of 72.2% to 260 wpm, when the classi!er predictions
have an accuracy of 0.7 BAC. Interestingly, we note from Figure 6 that the mean reviewing speed
is slightly less when reviewers are provided with classi!cation predictions that agree perfectly
with the ground truth (244 wpm, +61.6% compared to the None treatment level) than when the
reviewers are assisted by the sensitivity classi!er that achieves 0.7 BAC (260 wpm).

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 39, No. 1, Article 4. Publication date: October 2020.

Aim: Increase the speed at which human reviewers can accurately sensitivity review 
a collection of documents. 

G. Mcdonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, How the accuracy and confidence of sensitivity classification affects digital sensitivity review,  TOIS, 39(1), 1–34, 2020



G. Mcdonald, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, How the accuracy and confidence of sensitivity classification affects digital sensitivity review,  TOIS, 39(1), 1–34, 2020

Decision-Support: Assisting Human Sensitivity Reviewers
Predicted As Sensitive Not Sensitive

Sensitive NPSSA NPSND
Not Sensitive NPSND NPSNA

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Section Outline

• End-User search
• Sensitivity-aware ranked retrieval

• Intermediated search
• Cost-sensitive prioritization

• Content protection
• Redaction, sanitization 



Sensitivity-Aware Ranked Retrieval
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Sensitivity-Aware Ranked Retrieval

Sensitivity 
Classifier

Filter RankerDocuments

Query

Result

Prefilter

Sensitivity 
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FilterRanker
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Result

Postfilter

Sensitivity 
Classifier

Ranker
Documents
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Joint

Listwise LtR
Optimizing nCS-DCG

M. Sayed, D. Oard, Jointly Modeling Relevance and Sensitivity for Search Among Sensitive Content. SIGIR, 2019



OHSUMED Collection (Sorted by Topic)
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Cluster-Based Replacement

● Similar to diversity ranking
○ Retrieved documents are clustered
○ For any potentially sensitive document 

in the result list is replaced with a 
document in the same cluster but less 
sensitive

20 clusters using repeated bisection 

89%

79%

D1

D2
.
.
.
.
Dk

M. Sayed, D. Oard, Jointly Modeling Relevance and Sensitivity for Search Among Sensitive Content. SIGIR, 2019



Section Outline

• End-User search
• Sensitivity-aware ranked retrieval

ØIntermediated search
• Cost-sensitive prioritization

• Content protection
• Redaction, sanitization 
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ABSTRACT

Sensitive documents are those that cannot be made pub-
lic, e.g., for personal or organizational privacy reasons. For
instance, documents requested through Freedom of Informa-
tion mechanisms must be manually reviewed for the presence
of sensitive information before their actual release. Hence,
tools that can assist human reviewers in spotting sensitive
information are of great value to government organizations
subject to Freedom of Information laws. We look at sensi-
tivity identification in terms of semi-automated text classifi-
cation (SATC), the task of ranking automatically classified
documents so as to optimize the cost-e!ectiveness of human
post-checking work. We use a recently proposed utility-
theoretic approach to SATC that explicitly optimizes the
chosen e!ectiveness function when ranking the documents
by sensitivity; this is especially useful in our case, since sen-
sitivity identification is a recall-oriented task, thus requiring
the use of a recall-oriented evaluation measure such as F2.
We show the validity of this approach by running exper-
iments on a multi-label multi-class dataset of government
documents manually annotated according to di!erent types
of sensitivity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Government documents may be deposited in archives for
public viewing after a period of years, or released into the
public domain through Freedom of Information mechanisms.
However, documents containing sensitive information should
not be released, as they may reveal personal information,
thereby infringing on someone’s privacy, or reveal informa-
tion that may o!end other countries.

Classically, for paper documents, the identification of sen-
sitive documents has taken place using human reviewers.
However, with limited government budgets, the adoption of
text classification techniques that aid in the identification of

$Fabrizio Sebastiani is currently on leave from Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche, Italy.
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sensitive documents is attractive, since it can increase the
e"ciency of human reviewers. The possibility of treating
sensitivity review as an automated text classification task
has recently been shown in [7], where text classifiers were
used in order to automatically detect sensitive documents,
and where“sensitive”can have di!erent interpretations (e.g.,
defence-related issues, or issues related to law enforcement).

The task of sensitivity identification bears strong resem-
blances with “review for privilege” in e-discovery [8], where
expert attorneys must check that “privileged” (i.e., sensi-
tive) information is not accidentally disclosed to a request-
ing party in the context of a civil litigation process [3, 10].
Another task that bears resemblances with sensitivity iden-
tification is record anonymisation, as when e.g., medical
records have to be anonymised before they are released for
epidemiological studies; in this case, sensitive information
such as patients’ names and medical doctors’ names have
to be spotted in order to be redacted [9]. Sensitivity iden-
tification and privilege identification are text classification
tasks, while record anonymisation is an information extrac-
tion task. Notwithstanding the di!erences, all these cases
are characterized by the fact that the costs of accidental
disclosure of sensitive information are high.

In this paper we follow in the steps of [7] and investigate
automatic techniques for aiding sensitivity review. How-
ever, while [7] was concerned with automatically classifying
documents by sensitivity, here we are concerned with aiding
a human annotator who validates (i.e., inspects and cor-
rects where appropriate) these automatically classified doc-
uments, with the goal of maximizing the cost-e!ectiveness
of the annotator’s work. In other words, while [7] was con-
cerned with “Step 1” in the workflow, we tackle “Step 2”.

We frame the task of aiding our human annotator as a
semi-automatic text classification (SATC) task. SATC (see
[2, 5, 6]) is defined as the task of ranking a set D of auto-
matically classified textual documents in such a way that, if
a human annotator validates the documents in a top-ranked
portion of D with the goal of increasing the overall classifi-
cation accuracy of D, the expected increase in accuracy is
maximized. Therefore, we envisage our annotators as vali-
dating documents by sensitivity, starting from the top of the
ranked list we generate, and working downwards (until they
are confident that the dataset has been cleared up, or until
the budget for annotation work has been spent).

We approach SATC by adopting the utility-theoretic ap-
proach of [2] (hereafter: U-Theoretic). Essentially, U-Theo-
retic ranks the automatically labelled documents by taking
two factors into consideration, i.e.,
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Rank automatically classified documents 
so as to optimize the cost-effectiveness 
of human reviewers post-checking. 



Two-Stage Intermediated Search

• E-Discovery requires that we employ a reasonable process to:
• Identify documents that are relevant (i.e., “responsive”) to a request
• Among the relevant documents, identify those that are privileged

• 3 possible actions:
• Produce (i.e., disclose) documents that are relevant and not privileged
• Enter on a Privilege Log documents that are relevant and privileged
• Withhold documents that are not relevant



Idea #1: Finite Population Annotation

Manual Review

.

Manual Effort

Quality

Automatic 
Classifier



Idea #1: Finite Population Annotation

Manual Review

Semi-Automated 
Classification

.

Manual Effort

Quality

Automatic 
Classifier

Berardi, Esuli, Sebastiani: Utility-Theoretic Ranking for Semiautomated Text Classification. ACM TKDD, 2015



Idea #2: Two Manual Review Stages

Automatic
Classification

Manual
Privilege
Review

Manual
Relevance

Review



Idea #3: Task-Based Misclassification Cost

Produce Log Withhold

Produce $600 $5

Log $150 $3

Withhold $15 $15

Correct Decision

Pr
ed

ic
tio

n

4√

D. Oard, et al., Jointly Minimizing the Expected Costs of Review for Responsiveness and Privilege in E-Discovery, ACM Transactions on Information Systems, 37(1)11:1-11:35, 2018



Expected Misclassification Cost

Expected
Number of Mistakes

Cost Per Mistake
Correct Decision

Pr
ed

ic
tio

n

Correct Decision

Pr
ed

ic
tio

n

Produce Log Withhold

Produce 100 5

Log 10 1

Withhold 5 1

Expected
Misclassification Cost 

Correct Decision

Pr
ed

ic
tio

n

Produce Log Withhold

Produce $60,000 $25

Log $1,500 $3

Withhold $75 $15

Produce Log Withhold

Produce $600 $5

Log $150 $3

Withhold $15 $15

$61,618



Risk-Sensitive
Ranker

Risk-Sensitive
Ranker

Relevance Review
Automatic Classification

(Platt scaling)
Privilege Review

Rank by Expected Reduction in Total Cost

λa
r  = $1/doc λa

p  = $5/doc



Evaluation
• Test Collection
• Reuters RCV1-v2 (news stories)

• Mod-Apte training-test partition (23K train, 200K test)
• 120 category pairs

• 24 categories each represent relevance (3% to 7%) [e.g., M12: Bond Markets]
• For each, 5 other categories represent privilege (1% to 20%) [e.g., E21: Government Finance]

• Automatic Classifiers
• Linear-kernel SVMs for relevance and privilege
• Standard term weights for this collection (tfidf:ltc, stemmed, stopped)

• Manual review
• Simulated as perfect judgments (using ground truth)

• Evaluation measure
• Expected Total Cost: manual annotation cost + misclassification cost

D. Oard, et al., Jointly Minimizing the Expected Costs of Review for Responsiveness and Privilege in E-Discovery, ACM Transactions on Information Systems, 37(1)11:1-11:35, 2018



Risk
Minimization

Fully
Automatic

Active 
Learning 

Uncertainty 
Sampling

Active 
Learning 

Relevance 
Sampling

Fully 
Manual

0% +29% +47% +52% +235%

Increase in cost over “Risk Minimization” Cascade  

Reviewing as many documents as Risk Minimization

D. Oard, et al., Jointly Minimizing the Expected Costs of Review for Responsiveness and Privilege in E-Discovery, ACM Transactions on Information Systems, 37(1)11:1-11:35, 2018



Section Outline

• End-User search
• Sensitivity-aware ranked retrieval

• Intermediated search
• Cost-sensitive prioritization

ØContent protection
• Redaction, sanitization 



Redaction
How can we create automatic redactions that 
can comply with different redaction policies?

Different policies need to be applied for 
different types of sensitivity, e.g.,
• FOIA Personal information: redact only the 

terms which include personal information.
• FOIA International Relations: redact 

sensitive information and any context that 
alludes to the sensitivity. 



Redacting Personally Identifiable Information
Financial
BANK_ACCOUNT_NUMBER
BANK_ROUTING
CREDIT_DEBIT_NUMBER
CREDIT_DEBIT_CVV
CREDIT_DEBIT_EXPIRY
PIN

Personal
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
EMAIL
AGE

Information Systems
USERNAME
PASSWORD
URL
AWS_ACCESS_KEY
AWS_SECRET_KEY
IP_ADDRESS
MAC_ADDRESS

National
SSN
PASSPORT_NUMBER
DRIVER_ID

Other
DATE_TIME

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/machine-learning/detecting-and-redacting-pii-using-amazon-comprehend/



(α,C)-Sanitization

Given:
• an input document D
• a set of sensitive entities C
• A protection degree α ≥ 1

We say that Dʹ is a C-sanitized version of D if: 
• Dʹ does not contain any group of terms T that in aggregate have
• Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) with any term c ∈ C 
• greater than –log p(c)/α

David Sánchez and Montserrat Batet, C-sanitized: A privacy model for document redaction and sanitization, JASIST, 67(1), 2016

The patient suffers from acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
because of a blood transfusion.  He was diagnosed when his 
immune system responded poorly to influenza.

The patient suffers from acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
because of a blood transfusion.  He was diagnosed when his 
immune system responded poorly to influenza.

The patient suffers from a long-term condition because of a 
medical procedure.  He was diagnosed when his body 
responded poorly to an acute illness.



(α,C)-Redaction vs. (α,C)-Sanitization

David Sánchez and Montserrat Batet, C-sanitized: A privacy model for document redaction and sanitization, JASIST, 67(1), 2016





Tutorial Outline
CET

• 14:15 Background
• 14:45 Evaluation
• 15:20 Detecting sensitive content
• 16:00 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 16:15 Break
• 16:45 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 17:00 Other Issues
• 17:20 Two Design Sprints (“choose your ending”)
• 17:55 Wrap up
• 18:15 End!



Section Outline

• Encrypted search

• Mosaicing

• Algorithm deposit leakage



Private Information Retrieval: Encrypted Search

A. Swaminathan, et al., Confidentiality-Preserving Rank-Ordered Search, ACM Workshop on Storage, Security and Survivability, 2007.



Algorithm Deposit Leakage

Nuclear
Code:

074362

System 1

System 2

System 3

MAP = 0.07

MAP = 0.43

MAP = 0.62



Sesame Street-Based Retrieval 

Tomar, et al., Thieves on sesame street! model extraction of BERT-based APIs, ICLR, 2020



Mosaicing



The “Mosaic Theory”
Iceland. Iceland is another “non-nuclear” country 
whose nuclear history remains incomplete. In 
Appendix B, Iceland is clearly the first blacked out 
country listed after Hawaii and before Johnston 
Island. Non-nuclear components were stored at the 
American base at Keflavik for a decade, from February 
1956 to June 1966, and complete nuclear bombs were 
deployed there from September 1956 to September-
December 1959. 

Norris et al. (1999), Where They Were, Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, 55(6), 25-35



Tutorial Outline
CET

• 14:15 Background
• 14:45 Evaluation
• 15:20 Detecting sensitive content
• 16:00 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 16:15 Break
• 16:45 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 17:00 Other Issues
• 17:20 Two Design Sprints (“choose your ending”)
• 17:55 Wrap up
• 18:15 End!





Designing the Shhh Task

• Task(s)
• Sensitive content detection? Sensitivity-aware ranking? Set retrieval?

• Evaluation Framework
• Algorithm deposit? Distributable test collection?

• Test Collection
• Government records? Business email?  Conversational speech?
• Queries
• Sensitivities
• Relevance judgments

• Training Data



Mosaicing Research Framework



Mosaicing Research Framework

• Design an experimentation system/platform/framework for developing 
and evaluating approaches for protecting against mosaicing attacks.

• What are the motivating research questions?
• System Architecture Diagram 
• Evaluation metrics?
• Baselines approaches?
• What test collections can be used?
• How to collect annotations?



Tutorial Outline
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• 14:15 Background
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• 15:20 Detecting sensitive content
• 16:00 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 16:15 Break
• 16:45 Protecting Sensitive Content
• 17:00 Other Issues
• 17:20 Two Design Sprints (“choose your ending”)
• 17:55 Wrap up
• 18:15 End!



The Technology – Policy Design Space

• Without adequate technology, some practices are impractical

• Without adequate policy, some technologies are insufficient



Closing Thoughts

• We’re still in the early days

• Existing work has been non-neural

• Its not just digital text; speech is the killer app

• It need not be perfect to be useful
• But it does need to be pretty darn good



Closing Thoughts
• Who else should we be talking with?
• What channels of communication need to be opened?

• Who do we need to work with?
• Made progress working with Government, Layers 
• Who else? Information scientists, cryptography, politicians, social scientists, …  

• What problems are of most interest to the IR community? 

• What are the most important / timely problems to address 
• What’s the next low hanging fruit? 
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